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Ivan Ilić, an American pianist of Serbian origin, chose
a rather unusual concept for his new studio recording
which I personally find very appealing. Ilić is
a successful 35-year old artist armed with indubitable talents and a first-rate musical
education, who has also flirted with acting. His recordings received several outstanding prizes
(his recording of Debussy’s 24 Préludes received Mezzo TV’s Critic’s Choice Award in 2008,
while Fanfare Magazine and Classique News featured the recording as the top 5 CD of the
year). He is already an established figure of the middle generation of pianists who are
expected to present their élan through the utmost virtuosic performance of works that have
already been performed numerous times.
Therefore it was a refreshing change to listen to this recording. Here, Ilić interprets 12 pieces
of an intimate character which are very far from technical exhibitionism, including selected
preludes and miniatures by Alexander Scriabin coming from all three of Scriabin’s
compositional periods. They are accompanied by Dream and In a Landscape by John Cage,
an American composer of experimental and aleatoric music, and a piece by Morton
Feldman, a co-creator of the 20th century New York music scene who was fascinated by
minimalism and wrote several 2- to 5-hour long pieces.
Ilić however forgoes the extremes of listening marathons; he chose Feldman’s 20-minute
Palais de Mari for the final piece of his recording. The list of authors is completed by Scott
Wollschleger, a young American composer (he is 34) whose oeuvre is predominantly made
of chamber music and who is most well-known by American audiences. Thus I dare say that
the piece of his included on this recording, Music Without Metaphor, will be a new piano
work for the great majority of the Czech public.
The pieces of the four composers are selected with regard to their relation to the idea of
Transcendence, but in a very different sense from what the term usually denotes in the piano
literature, notably the Transcendental Études by Franz Liszt. Ilić created a mosaic of
reflexive, introspective and at times even meditative pieces which he interprets with respect to
their compositional essentials. Even though the pieces come from different epochs within the
interval stretching from the end of 19th century to the beginning of the 21st century, Ilić
succeeded in making their selection and especially their interpretation to appear as an
uninterrupted musical flow, a sanctuary of tranquility. The listener perceives a lovely

experience characterized by complete relaxation. For the sake of accuracy I’d dare go even
further, and make the lighthearted observation which is meant to be positive – should you
listen to this recording after a difficult day, you may even daydream a bit more than you
wanted (yes, this is a euphemism for falling asleep). If however you are one of those people
who never close their eyes while listening to music, you can read Ivan Ilić’s analysis of the
recording’s musical content which is supplemented by the biographies of the fours composers.
This is all to be found within the booklet which is aesthetically modest, yet generously filled
with compelling information.
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